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INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF SUMI-E – GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

AIMS 
The International School of Sumi-e, hereinafter referred to as "the School", aims to train teachers in 
traditional Japanese painting (Sumi-e), give a deepen teaching in Sumi-e, this according to the teaching of 
Beppe Mokuza Signoritti, Zen master and Sumi-e painting master; spread the teaching of Beppe Mokuza 
Signoritti, by organizing Sumi-e-related events and workshops, by organizing participation in events 
related to Eastern culture and in particular Oriental painting, producing works and media information to 
the public. 
 
The purpose of these General Terms and Conditions is to specify the conditions under which the School's 
services are provided. 

CONDITIONS OF REGISTRATION FOR ACTIVITIES 
A Student may only apply for the Sumi-e teacher training course if he/she has previously participated in a 
Sumi-e course led by Beppe Mokuza Signoritti or a teacher approved by the latter, unless an exception is 
made. 
All applicants must submit a letter of motivation to the School, explaining the reasons why they wish to 
follow the training, and carry out an interview with Beppe Mokuza Signoritti and a School official. 
 
The delay for accessing the training is given by the closest seminar date following registration, which is 
suitable for the trainee and which offers an available place. Any training cursus can start at any seminar in 
the program, thanks to the individualization of the training. 
 
The School strives to include all persons in its activities, in accordance with the French law of February 11, 
2005 for “equal rights and opportunities, participation and citizenship of disabled persons”. 
 
People with missing upper limbs or hands, severe motor and sensory deficits of the upper limbs, hands, 
torso and head cannot be admitted to the course, as well as people who are blind or have a severe visual 
deficit. 
The sumi-e painting method requires a precise body posture, with the pelvis tilted forward, the shoulders 
clear and the back straight, ideally standing (to develop body awareness) in front of a high horizontal 
table, but it is possible to practice sitting down while preserving the essential elements of the posture. 
 
Mental deficits should not affect the interpersonal relationship between teacher and student, which is the 
basis for the transmission of sumi-e practice. 
It is possible to welcome people with learning and language deficits (because sumi-e teaching is practical 
and oral), and/or deficits that lead to difficulties in integrating in a group, lack of attention or 
coordination of movements. The practice of sumi-e can help these people to reduce the impact of these 
deficits. 
An interview prior to registration, conducted by the disability advisor, allows us to methodically address 
the various situations encountered during the activities, where the person could be disabled. At the end of 
the interview, a decision is made on the feasibility of compensation or environmental adaptation in 
coordination with the pedagogical and logistical teams. 
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PRICING CONDITIONS 
The fees are indicated on the School's website: 

- On the Registration page, for the course; 
- On the details page of each seminar, for external auditors. 

They are exempt from VAT. 
 
The payment of the sums due to the School must be made: 
For the Sumi-e Teacher training 

- Either in France by cheque(s) made out to the School, in one of the following ways: 
o In one instalment, at registration ; 
o In 3 thirds, at registration, 3 months and 6 months after. 

- Or a single bank or PayPal transfer (the latter plus PayPal fees), at registration, exceptionally spread 
out on reasoned request. 

 
As a course participant, in advance before each course. 
 
As an auditor of the seminars, by respecting the dates indicated on the information leaflets, or otherwise 
when registering for the seminar. In case of withdrawal, the advance payment remains due, the balance 
two weeks before the beginning of the seminar. 
 
For all the School's activities, any year started is due except in case of serious illness. 

ABSENCES FROM SUMI-E TEACHER TRAINING 
In the event of absence from any part of the training plan, the student undertakes to inform the School 
and to make up the content of the missed lectures, either with another student or on the audio 
recordings made, if applicable, and to make up the practice with a teacher, in a course or a training 
course outside the curriculum. The student thus undertakes to remain up to date with the curriculum 
taught in the various subjects. 

ATTITUDE IN THE SCHOOL 
All Students undertake to respect the material, the rules of the School and of the place, in particular 
silence and concentration during lessons (mobile phone off). 
 
The Student in Teacher Training undertakes to: 

- Obtain brushes in accordance with the School's recommendations; 
- Provide regular and sufficient personal work: to carry out regular personal practice, to hand in the 

work requested during the training, and to encourage mutual help between trainees; 
- Sign the attendance sheet at the beginning of each half-day of training. Fill in the evaluation 

forms. 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
The teachers, subjects, timetables and locations of the courses are specified on the School's website. 
If necessary, the School reserves the right to modify these arrangements and/or to postpone and/or 
cancel any of them. 
In this case, the Student will be informed by e-mail of the modification(s). 
 
The Student undertakes to respect the material made available to him/her as well as the operating rules 
of the training centre and the respect of the timetable. 
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND RECORDING 
The Student undertakes not to use any copy of the elements of any kind appearing on the School's 
website and/or on the brochures distributed by the School. 
 
The Student shall not record the courses and workshops without the specific agreement of the trainer, nor 
use the models provided without mentioning their author. 

TERMINATION 
Any serious breach by a party of any of its obligations under these General Terms and Conditions, which is 
not remedied within thirty days of receipt of the registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt 
notifying the breach, sent by the other party, shall entitle the latter to unilaterally terminate its 
relationship with its contractor. 


